Abstract-Objects are often organized in a hierarchy to help in managing or browsing them. For example, products in a store can be divided by type (electronics, clothes, books, ...) and then by brand (Sony, Epson, Dockers, ...). Web pages at a site can also be placed in a hierarchy. For instance, a French tourist site may have categories cities, history, hotels, tours; within the cities category we have pages divided by city, and then by events, maps, restaurants.
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In this paper we study the problem of hierarchy integration, in particular, how to combine two related hierarchies into one, more comprehensive one. The need to integrate arises in many situations where the objects come from different systems. In our product hierarchy example above, we may want to provide a comparison shopping service that offers products from two stores; in our tourism example, we may want to build a metaweb-site that combines the resources of two or more French tourism sites.
To simplify the problem, we study how to merge one hierarchy into a second known base hierarchy, by copying references to objects into the base hierarchy, and perhaps by adding some categories into the base hierarchy.
I. INTRODUCTION
To illustrate this process, and the approach we take, consider the product hierarchies shown in Figure 1 . Hierarchy H1 is the base hierarchy. Each edge in the hierarchy is annotated with a facet that describes the objects placed along that edge. For example, the facet "brand: Sony" indicates that products made by Sony will be found as descendants of this edge. We call "brand" the label of the facet, and "Sony" the value.
Products are placed at the nodes of the hierarchy, according to their characteristics. For example, the object called a in Figure 1 is a Sony camera that is on sale, i.e., it has facets "brand: Sony", "category: camera" and "sale: yes" (we abbreviate sales to "s" and yes to "y" in the figure). Think of a as the URL that describes this camera at the Sony web site. Notice that objects may be placed at non-leaf nodes, for instance, object d. All we know from d's placement is that it is a camera, but we do not know its brand nor whether it is on sale.
Hierarchy H2 in Figure 1 is the one we wish to integrate into H1. Some of the objects in H2 also appear in H1, but not all. We assume that by applying an entity resolution solution, we have matched objects across the hierarchies and stored the matches in a table. Our goal is to move the references to the new objects like x and y from H2 into the appropriate places in H1. We have labeled the edges in H2 with question marks, to indicate that these facets may not match up exactly to the facets in H1.
Of course, if the H2 facets can be matched up exactly with the H1 ones, then our matching problem is solved. But here we wish to study the problem where the facets do not match exactly. For instance, the facet "brand: Panasonic" may be represented by "brand: Matsushita" in the other hierarchy.
(Matsushita markets their products under the name Panasonic in some countries.) There could also be typos or different wordings in the facets, for instance one tourism hierarchy may refer to "hotels" while the other uses the term "lodging".
When the facets do not match exactly, there are two techniques available. The first, and more traditional one, is to compute the textual similarity between facets in H1 and H2 to try to discover the correspondence.
The second alternative is to study the objects in the hierarchies to find correspondences. For example, if we look at the placement of objects b and c in both hierarchies, we may be able to infer that facet ?2 is really "brand: Epson". We have to assume some properties about the hierarchies in order to reach this conclusion, and the properties will be discussed in detail later on. But for now, we can argue that the facets that were used in H1 for b should also appear in H2, hence the facet on edge ?2 should either be "category: camera" or "brand: Epson" or "sale: yes". However, since c is an mp3 player, and shares ?2, then ?2 cannot represent a decision based on category. Similarly, since a is also an object on sale, but is on a branch opposite ?2, then ?2 cannot address whether the item is on sale or not. (Here we are assuming that sibling branches on H2 use the same label.) Thus, we infer that edge ?2 must have the facet "brand: Epson".
Through similar reasoning, we conclude that edge ?5 must be "category: camera" and edge ?6 "category: mp3". These decisions leave "sale: yes" as the only available choice for ?9. Edge ?10 must use the "sale" label, and if we assume there are only two values for the sale label, then ?10 must be "sale:
At this point, we know the facets of some of the H2 objects that are not in H1. For example, because of x's placement in H2, we know it must have facets "brand: Epson", "category: camera", and "sale: no". Thus we can move object x into H1, at the rightmost leaf node. Similarly, we know that object y in H2 is an Epson camera, so we can move it into H1 at the parent of the node where b is located. (We do not know if y is on sale or not.) In other cases we may have insufficient information to move objects just based on object placement. However, the object placement can narrow down the choices we need to make in comparing labels. For example, consider edge ?3 in H2. Because we know ?I is "brand: Sony" and because object a is reachable through edge ?3, there are only two choices for this edge: "category: camera" or "sale: yes". Thus, we only have to decide if the facet of ?3 is closer to "category: camera" or to "sale: yes". If we had not done the object analysis, we would need to compare the facet of ?3 to all possible labels and values. Thus, analyzing object placement may lead to fewer choices, and in the end, more accurate mappings.
Once we select the facet for ?3 (or for ?7), we can use the choice to eliminate other choices up or down H2. For instance, if ?3 is determined to be "category: camera", then ?7 must be "sale: yes". We could also then infer the facets on ?4 and ?8 if we assume that there are only two available values for these labels. And once we identify more facets in H2, we may be able to move additional objects to H1.
Our contributions include the following: . a model of the hierarchy merging problem, . algorithms for matching hierarchies and copying objects, . experimental results, . a review of related work.
